Where do I find
Where do I find new assignments in
learning in Canvas? Canvas?

Allen

Modules -Each week there
is a new module. Within the
week there are text
headers for each day of the
week to show students the
day's specific work. All
items have a date as part of
the title.
Modules

What else should I
know about
Canvas?

What other
apps/websites will I How do I log into my
use?
e-textbook?

Clever (Big Ideas Online
Math Textbook), Khan
Academy, Desmos
calculator

Use the clever link on the
canvas homepage. The
textbook is called "Big
Ideas." It has a picture
with a blue and green
diamond as the thumbnail.

You can find the course
overview, grading policy,
and syllabus here.

Language Arts-Clever,
McGraw Hill, Quizlet,
Newsela,Course
Overview, EdPuzzle,
Flipgrid
Spanish-Clever,
Duolingo, Conjuguemos,
Edpuzzle, Course
Overview, Flipgrid,
Quizlet

Language Arts- Use the
brown McGraw Hill button
on the Canvas homepage.
This will take you to the GSuite. Find the McGraw
Hill button. Click and log in
to StudySync.
Spanish- On the Canvas
Homepage, click on the
Clever button. Scroll down
the the Wayside
Entrecultures button.

Any needed web sites will
be linked in the
assignment
NA

Items on the right hand
side of the math
homempage indidcate
items that are done or still
need to be completed.

Ash-Nobbe

Language Arts and
Spanish
Announcements- Students
can find a brief descripton
of the day's assignment.

Bach

Assigned work to do for the
day is in announcements
(new learning is embedded Modules (assignments are
in the assignments)
organized by week)

Always check
announcements :)

Modules--each day will
have a module with
outlined work

Modules

The homepage has a link
to the appropiate module
to be in so students only Only ones listed on the
have one click from the
homepage with links
homepage
attached

not applicable

Modules

Everything will be in
modules, but please
Quizizz, Quizlet,
watch for announcements Wayside, Studysync,
as well.
Noredink...etc. TONS

There are links from my
home page on Canvas,
OR I will directly link you
to your assignments on
Canvas.

Bachman

Bailey

Barton

Modules--each day will
have a module with
outlined work

Language Arts and
Spanish
Modules, Assignments,
Student Calendar

Modules - each day will
have a new module to work
through
Modules

Work through each part of
the daily module. As you
finish an activity click
"next" in the bottom right
corner. The last activity
of the day is the Exit
Survey.

HMH Central - Found on
the homepage as well as
the Resource Portal on
the Perry Township
Website. We use the
Read 180 software
no e-textbook
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Bentley

Blackmon

Daily announcements list
all informatoin needed for
the day. This includes in
person, remote, and fully
virtual instructions. From
there modules,
assignments, and quizzes
are linked in addition to the
new learning.

Modules

What else should I
know about
Canvas?

Daily announcements list all
informatoin needed for the
day. This includes in person,
remote, and fully virtual
instructions. From there
modules, assignments, and Begin each day by
quizzes are linked in
looking at the
addition to the new learning. announcement.

Modules

Pages/Modules/Assignment Go to Pages: View All
s/To Do/Calendar
Pages

Pages/Modules

Boyd

Assignments, Find the
current date, that will have
a video for that day's lesson Assignments - this is tell you Use Desmos Calculator
and instructions about what which quiz to take on any
linked from Canvas
quiz/worksheet to complete given day.
homepage

Modules

Bueno

Announcements/modules

Bynum

Announcements/Also can
click the daily schedule
checklist

Casey

Assignments/also can find
in Modules

Directions and or links
will be given on the
announcement.

Assignment are listed by
date. They can also find
assignments under
assignments or their to do
list
HMH Central

Blackwell

Bridwell

What other
apps/websites will I How do I log into my
use?
e-textbook?

There is a link and icon on
the homepage.

no e-textbook

Email sent to EACH
Linked on Homepage:
student with username:
Pear Deck, Quizlet,
The password for all
Kahoot, Youtube, Flipgrid students is Blackwell1

Big Idea Math Textbook,
found through clever

Through Clever log-in. The
Big Ideas "button" is right
next to Evaluate after
logging in to Clever

Modules first, Assignments
second

Syllabus, Standards Link,
Google Meet link and
code
View Tech Tools Page

Tech Tools, Discovery
Education, Sign in using
Clever

Announcements- links are
embedded

Always start at
Announcements...It will
take you anywhere else
needed

Many....They will always Instructions are on the
have a link in the module home page and in
for the day
announcements.

Announcements- links are
embedded

Use it daily and go to the
Annoucements/daily
schedule checklist

Any extra apps/websites
will be on the homepage
or linked in the
announcement

Assignements/also can find
in Modules

All Assignments are in
Assignments and have
links to anything that
needs to be filled out

Edpuzzle, CNN, Newsela

Click the McGraw Hill
button on the home page.
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Chisham

Announcements/Modules

What else should I
know about
Canvas?

What other
apps/websites will I How do I log into my
use?
e-textbook?

Announcements/modules

Always start in
Announcements
Everything is linked in
announcments.

on home page or linked
in announcements

Link on homepage.
usernamestudentid#@perry-tx.
Password:science

smartmusic, music
theory, flip grid,

We do not have one

Ciesielski

Modules

modules

smartmusic, supplies,
vocab list is on the home
page

Coleman

Unit Modules

Unit Modules

How To's

How To's

How To's

Any extra apps/websites
will be on the homepage
or linked in the
announcement

Click the McGraw Hill
button on the home page.

Crawford

Announcements/Also can
click the daily schedule
checklist

Announcements- links are
embedded

Use it daily and go to the
Annoucements/daily
schedule checklist

Cutshaw

Top Module

To Do / Calendar

Any linked for the day’s
lesson

Clever -> Wayside

All assignments are located
in the Modules section of
Canvas. The modules are
organized by week, then by
day.

Math 7 students will be
using BrainPop and
Prodigy to complete prereads and/or
reinforcement and
refinement assignments
Any links that need to be based on student and
used are located on our
classroom needs. Pre
Canvas homepage. Our algebra students will
Big Ideas online textbook, utilize ThatQuiz.com and
is located in the PT
Quizizz regularly to
Resource Portal through reinforce and review
Clever.
content.

Big Ideas is accessible
through Clever. The link
to clever is located on
both Math7 and Pre
Algebra's homepage.

The agenda for the day is
posted in announcements

All modules are labeled by
Remote Learning or In
School with the date

Announcement is the go
to for all learning. I also
tell them to avoid the
assignment tab. It gets
too confusing and nothing
is in order.

getepic.com for free
books and Aimsweb once
we begin progress
monitoring and Peardeck

Modules/assignments

assignments

I'm really slow at posting.

You tube, SRF.......

In ASSIGNMENTS

In ASSIGNMENTS

Pages for EXAMPLES

YOUTUBE and Google
slides.

Davis

Eisele
Fitzgerald
Greathouse

New learning in Canvas is
found in the Modules
section of Canvas. An
overview of the week's
assignments for students
who are in person, at home
remote, or full time remote
is posted on Monday
mornings in the
Announcements section of
Canvas.

CHROMES BOOKS
Sketch Books
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What else should I
know about
Canvas?

What other
apps/websites will I How do I log into my
use?
e-textbook?
Use the textbook link on
the home page, find the
brown logo on the
dashboard, login; there is
video on how to do this in
my modules

Groves

The agenda is posted in
modules

I have how-to videos in
All assignments are linked in modules for common
the daily agenda that is
issues students might
found under modules
come across

The ones linked on my
homepage- Kahoot,
Quizlet, Peardeck

Harmon

The agenda is posted in
Announcments

Announcments and
assingments

Check announcemetnts
each day

Only the websides linked
to in rare assingments.
None

Heerdt

Modules

Modules and
Announcements

use calendar to see when links to instagram and
things are due
twitter

we don't have the login yet

Modules

Modules

Look at the “How To”
document.

Look at the “How To”
document.

Look at the “How To”
document.

Login:
student ID # @perry-tx
Password:
SMS

Heimann
Hulfachor

Humphries

Johnson

Jordan

Modules

modules

smartmusic, supplies,
vocab list is on the home
page

smartmusic, music
theory, flip grid,

Modules-organized by what
week we are in
Modules

Any missed online google
meets with imperative
information will be
recorded and posted in
Announcements.
Smart Music

Announcements list daily
agenda

Announcements,
Assignments, and Modules

Videos are provided on
Announcements and all
materials are available

Modules

I have plenty of helpful
resources and videos in
Pages, and the
homepage has everyday
of the week with a link to
the assignment and a
description of what needs
to be done.
Mit App Inventor

Modules- all assignments
are set up in a way that
they work through the
module

We do not have one

Home - HMH Central
(Read 180 application
Student username and
and independent reading) password (same as
and Clever - Evaluate
logging into computer)

N/A- I made pdf's of all
necessary reading
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Joson

Kelly

Klingler

Modules by Unit,
Subheadings for each
week.

Modules. Each day has a
Module to follow.

Announcements and
Modules

What else should I
know about
Canvas?

Modules

All needed links can be
found on the home page.

None at the moment

Home page - through
Clever or link for Big
Ideas, Click on
Assignments.

Modules

Students will find daily
instructions, agenda, bell
ringer, and reminders in
Announcements every
morning. Weekly Agenda
linked on homepage with
links to each day's lesson.

Other apps/websited
used will be linked within
the assignment and can
be found within "Tech
Tools" on the homepage.

Discovery Techbook can
be found within "Tech
Tools" on homepage.
Login instructions included
in description.

Modules and Assignments

Always start in
Announcements--Look at
Announcements every
day

Look at the Home Page.
Any apps/websites we
use often are on the
Home Page.

Click on the "Mc." Scroll
down, click on the "Mc"
again. Click on "Literacy."

IXL, Big Ideas Math

Big Ideas Math link at the
bottom of Canvas
homepage

Everything will be linked
through the
Announcements

N/A

Dictionary.com

None, I provide readings.

Koontz

Modules

Modules

Everything is under
Modules with date

Lackey

Announcements--There is a
table that divides the
students into hybrid groups
and FTRL

Announcements--There is a
table that divides the
students into hybrid groups
and FTRL

Items within the
announcement will be
numbered---please do all
of the steps

McAllen

Announcements

Announcements/Assignment Always start in
s
Announcements

McClanahan

Announcements daily, and
Under the date of
assignment in Modules on
left tool bar.

in Modules

McCray
Mitchell

Announcements/Modules

Announcements/Modules

What other
apps/websites will I How do I log into my
use?
e-textbook?

Submit all work in Canvas Home Page
on home page or linked
in announcements
(Brainpop,
Saavas/Pearson
textbook)

Announcements/modules

Always start in
Announcements

Announcements/Modules

Everything is listed by
date, click on link to open
it in a bigger version
YouTube

Information will be coming
in Nov.
Link on homepage.
usernamestudentid#@perry-tx.
Password:science
none, I provide WS,
readings.
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Mobley

Montgomery

Moore

Overmyer

Petty

What else should I
know about
Canvas?

What other
apps/websites will I How do I log into my
use?
e-textbook?

Students should pay
attention to assignment
titles to make sure they
are completing what is
assigned to their cohort
group: A-L, M--Z, or ALL
STUDENTS.

All other websites or apps
used will be indicated
and/or linked in student
assignments listed in
Modules.

Announcements will list the
daily schedule
Announcements/Modules

Always start in
Announcements

Kahoot, gimkit, peardeck,
quizizz, big ideas. All will
be linked in the
announcements page for Click on big ideas from the
that day.
canvas home page.

Modules - organized by
week and then by date (the
most recent week is always
at the top of the page
Modules

flipgird, Kami, quizlet,
peardeck, links and
Never use assignment
videos of instruction are
tab for my class - they are alawys provided when a
confusing and not in
new webiste or app is
order.
used.

Modules-organized by what
week we are in
Modules

Any missed online google
meets with imperative
information will be
recorded and posted in
Announcements.
Smart Music

All assigned work is listed
in Modules. Shorter classreferenced readings are
made available in Pages
and Modules.

Modules - Each day has a
module labeled with the
date

Assignments and
Bellringers/Discussions can
be found in Modules.

Work through each part of
the daily module. As you
finish an activity click
"next" in the bottom right
corner. The last activity
Modules - Each day has a
of the day is the Exit
module labeled with the date Survey.

Currently all assigned
readings have been made
available in Canvas
Pages.

there isn't one.

HMH SAM to complete
System 44 Software.
HMH SAM is found in the
Perry Township
Resource Portal and is
linked in each day's
There is no eTextbook for
Module.
this class.
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What else should I
know about
Canvas?

What other
apps/websites will I How do I log into my
use?
e-textbook?

Pieper

I've made it as simple as
possible so that the
students would know
exactly what to click on
(Hopefully they will only
need minimal help from
parents). The families
were shown step by step
Everything is on the home
how to log in and access
page. Parents/students
all work at Back to School
click on each subject to find
All assignments are listed on Night. They were given
the new learning and
the Home page where the
all usernames and
assignments. A Google
students will just click on the passwords to get into
Boom Cards
meet is also linked to the
subject and be directed to
Unique and Boom Cards Unique Learning Systems
home page for the virtual
the video or work.
as well.
YouTube videos
N/A
students to join us live.

Proctor

Modules are organized by
unit. Each week has the
assignments listed by day
of the week.

Everything you will need is
in announcements. Just
check the announcements
link to see what
assignments you have to
do for the week.

Reed

Sager

Assignments-There is a
Weekly Hyperdoc. This
hyperdoc has 5 pages
labeled with each day of
the week. (M,T,W,Th.,F)
Students should complete
the page based on what
day it is.

Each day has the objective,
standards and activities for
that day

Work through each
activity, watching all the
videos I've embedded.

The syllabus provides you
with everything that we
will cover over the course
Everything you will need is
of the year. The modules
in announcements. Just
are broken down by units
check the announcements
so you cannot complete
link to see what
one module without
assignments you have to do completing the module
for the week.
before it.

german.typeit.org will
give you the extra
German letters

The textbook link is in
announcements under that
chapter's materials

The only other website
you might use is the
learning island or khan
academy website which I
would set up an account We do not use an efor you if you would like. textbook for this class.
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Sefton

Annoucements-Everything
is linked in the
announcement; a table
shows each section of
students based on their
group/day

What else should I
know about
Canvas?

Annoucements-Everything is
linked in the announcement;
a table shows each section
of students based on their
group/day

What other
apps/websites will I How do I log into my
use?
e-textbook?

Anything extra will be
linked in the
annoucements page

N/A

Simpson

Click on home page in
Canvas. Click Big Ideas
Modules-organized by
and then click log in with
weeks
Modules and find the date
Big Ideas
Clever.
Canvas Home page has a
brown square with an Mc
Click on "Today's Work" on
Do the work for each day.
in it. Click on it. In Google
the homepage. It takes you
Do not work ahead.
Dashboard find the same
to modules. Look for the
Make sure you are
brown square, click again.
date and open that section
checking for "Full Time
This takes you to McGraw
of the module. Videos are
Remote Only" or "In Class
Hill. Make sure the school
posted in the assignment
Today's Work, takes them to Only" instructions. All
Pear Deck, Quill,
at the top is Southport
for students who are
each day. Any work for that needed links can be
McGraw Hill - StudySync Middle School. Click
remote that day.
day is posted.
found on the home page. online text book, Flipgrid "Launch" by the textbook.

Swan

Modules - organized by
week and day

Shoaf

Swengel

Thomas

The Big Ideas math
website is on the home
page.

Modules organized by
units.

Modules organized by
weeks/quarters

module and big ideas

Big Ideas, our math
textbook is on the home
page.

Big Ideas, Desmos,
Yotube

Modules; assignments;
course calendar

Daily objectives and
agenda linked to Home
Page for remote and
present learners; 4
minute bell work on Home
Page

Click the tan Mc and
launch the textbook; may
Textbook; KAHOOT; Fast also access from
Finishers; Clever for
Resource Portal page over
Evaluate; Pear Deck all
to the right by clicking on
on Home Page
McGraw Hill

Modules

Daiy Objectives on Bitmoji
Homepage, Fast Finisher
Button "I'm Done, Now
Kahoot, Flipgrid, Pear
What?
Deck, Epic, Quizlet, Quill

Click on Big Ideas from my
Canvas homepage then
log in through Clever.

Click on the brown "Mc"
button in the Bitmoji
Homepage, click on it
again on the page of links,
log in as usual. Make sure
the school at the top left
says Southport Middle.
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What else should I
know about
Canvas?

What other
apps/websites will I How do I log into my
use?
e-textbook?

Get to HMH Central, log in
with same username and
password you use to log in
to your Chromebook.
Then, click the Red READ
HMH Central is linked on 180 logo to read books or
my Canvas homepage
do the student application
OR can be accessed
(software). Reading
through the Perry
Counts to take quizzes is
Make sure you click "post Township Resource
at the bottom after you log
reply" on Discussions.
Portal- HMH SAM.
in to HMH Central.

Modules. Each day has a
labeled Module with the
day of the week and
whether it is for HOME
learners, IN SCHOOL
learners, or VIRTUAL
learners.

Modules

Tygrett

Step 1: Go to
announcements for class
updates and tech "How
To's" Step 2: Go to
modules for step-by-step
new learning

View Calendar due dates
Make sure to click
submit or mark done for
Students should only
all assignments in
complete assignments in
modules There are
modules. Students can look muliple links on the
at the calendar for due dates homepage for zoom
too
meetings and app links

VanMeter

All classwork can be found
in Modules, I also send out
a daily annoucment

All classwork can be found
in “Modules”.
The link can be found on the
left side of their screen.
View Calendar due dates Kahoot, Youtube, flipgrid

Vaught

All classwork can be
found in “Modules”.
The link can be found on
the left side of their
All classwork can be
screen.
found in “Modules”.
They can access Canvas The link can be found on
How-to’s using a link on
the left side of their
their home screen.
screen.

“How To” videos and
documents for Canvas,
Flipgrid, Edpuzzle and
more can be found in a
document using the
"How To" link on their
homescreen.

All classwork can be found
in Modules, there is a link
on the homepage titled
"what should I be doing
today?"

There are 2 examples of
what students should
complete under the
homepage at the very
bottom. 1 is Ms. Wade's
Portfolio, the other is my
sketchbook.

Tucker

Wade

Modules

Newsela Gimkit
Edpuzzle Zoom
Discovery Education
Google Apps Flipgrid

Google Apps
Online Textbook
Flipgrid
Edpuzzle

none

Clever is an important tool
for all login points If we
use the techbook it will be
embedded into the
modules, however, if you
can't login into Discovery
Education or BrainPOP go
to the clever icon on our
home page to login in

We do not have a textbook

Click on "How To" link
on their home page.
Refer to the table
labeled “Online
Textbook” in the "How
To" docment. Click on
“Directions”.

none
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Walker
Weiss
Welch

Wilck

What else should I
know about
Canvas?

What other
apps/websites will I How do I log into my
use?
e-textbook?

Following the Link on the
Homepage for each day( it
takes them to a page with
video lessons, pear deck or
link to an activity) They also
Home page- Click on the
have an assignment with
day to see the video lesson due date and directions so it
and activity
shows up on their calendar.

Watch the Canvas
Overview video on the
homepage, send all
messages through
canvas, and use the
calendar

Pear deck, edpuzzele,
typingclub, scratch, code.
We do not have a textbook
org.

Modules

Modules

Students need to go to
Modules every day for
everything they need

HMH Central/BrainPop
through the Clever portal

none

Go to assignments

In assignments (In Canvas)
after you have watched a
video.

All quizzes and tests are
in the link Quizziz

Quizziz

Big Ideas Learning Online
Textbook - use school
login

Announcements/Modules

Check announcements
every day

All will be linked in
announcements or on
home page

Follow the link on the
home page. Username:
studentID#@perry-tx
Password: wilck

Edpuzzle, Brainpop,
CNN10. Any
apps/websites will be
linked into assignments in Use link on the Clever
Canvas.
page
Flipgrid, Noteflight,
No etext book for
Musictheory, smart music Orchestra

Announcements/Modules

Worgess

Modules

Modules

Check for new learning
under modules everyday.
Assignments are linked
Google docs/slides.
Students must click blue
submit button in Canvas
to turn in.

Wright

Announcements/Modules

assignments

watch all videos

